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Schneider Fineliner Line-Up Pastel. New appearance. In soft tones.

In 2016, the Schneider Line-Up was the first Fineliner made of bio-based plastic. It was awarded with the most
famous eco-label "Blue Angel". It is produced in a CO2 neutral way and now, in addition to the grass-green Line-
Up in 30 exciting colour variations, there is also a brand-new variant in pastel.

Line-Up is trendy in more ways than one. It satisfies the users of colouring books, doodles and centangles. 38
unusual colours with exciting names such as Romantic-Red, Alaska-Blue, Daytona-Violet, Tango-Orange,
Blackforest-Green, Lapis-Blue or Fashion-Pink including neon colours are ideally suited for expressive drawings.
The 8 new pastel colours turquoise, lime, vanilla, lilac, pink, blue, mint, apricot allow for completely new effects.

Its rubberised, ergonomic triangular barrel fits comfortably in your hand and doesn’t slip. The cap fits neatly on
the end of the barrel. The Line-Up does not roll on the desk and fits perfectly into pupils’ pen cases.

Line-Up, however, takes up another topical issue: The finite oil resources

In times of fracking and speculation, you are happy to do without it for this product. The pen body is made from
88 % biobased plastic. This was tested and confirmed by DIN CERTCO. With this serialised use of bio-based
plastics, Schneider contributes to the dissemination of alternatives to petroleum-based plastics helping to further
advance their optimized production.

Using bio-based plastics in mass-produced products was a trendy development goal - no alternative niche
products were to be created. In addition to the Line-Up, resource-saving, bio-based plastics are also used for the
Schneider products Slider Xite, K3 Biosafe and Metallic liner Paint-It 020.

Line-Up in the practical pencil case stand

The fineliner colours are available in a fold-out pencil case stand designed for permanent use. By lining up the
colourful pens, you have all the colours in view and can be inspired by their variety and appeal. The pencil case
stand is available in four sizes with 4, 8, 16 and 32 colours for the previous colours. The pastel colours are
available in a new light green pastel pen case stand with eight soft colours. When folded, the pencil case stand
fits easily into any school bag or pocket. The material of the pencil case stand also supports the environmental
idea, as it comes from 100% waste from internal plastic processing.

Line-up in the trade

https://schneiderpen.com/en_uk/fineliners-and-fibrepens/line-up-pastel-box-4004675158093/
https://schneiderpen.com/en_uk/ballpoint-pens/slider-xite-green-xb-4004675109293/
https://schneiderpen.com/en_uk/ballpoint-pens/k-3-biosafe-black-m-4004675032713/
https://schneiderpen.com/en_uk/makers-line/paint-it-020-copper-m-4004675153975/


For the specialised trade, there are attractive displays for eye-catching presentation at the POS. The pastel
colours are also offered in a promotional display with 8 pencil case stands and 8 loose pens per colour. There is
also a beautiful cardboard case with 6 colours, including a free pen with the colours pastel-vanilla, -mint, -blue, -
lilac, -pink and -apricot. For those who need a suspension, there is a blister option with 3 pieces in pastel-apricot,
-pink and -blue. The different versions of the pencil case stands have a stable hanger with Euro perforation on
the back that can be swivelled upwards.
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Schneider Fineliner Line-Up Pastel - Available in a new light green pastel pen case stand with eight soft colours.
When folded, the pencil case stand fits easily into any school bag or pocket. The material of the pencil case stand
also supports the ...
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Schneider Fineliner Line-Up Pastel - The cap fits neatly on the end of the barrel. The Line-Up does not roll on the
desk and fits perfectly into pupils’ pen cases.
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Schneider Fineliner Line-Up Pastel - Line-Up is trendy in more ways than one. It satisfies the users of colouring
books, doodles and centangles.
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Schneider Fineliner Line-Up Pastel - With a robust metal-encased writing tip;line widths 0,4.
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Schneider Fineliner Line-Up Pastel - Cap-off ink does not run dry even if the cap is removed for 2-3 days.
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Schneider Line-Up Pastel. New arrival!
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Schneider Line-Up Pastel. Happy, wherever you are.
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